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SEA-10 Student Teams Brief Capstone Projects on Navy Riverine Warfare Mission, Joint Fire
Support
Friday, December 22, 2006
Story by Barbara Honegger, Senior Military Affairs Journalist
 
Two teams of NPS Systems Engineering and Analysis Cohort 10 (SEA-10) students briefed their
capstone integrated thesis projects on joint fire support and the Navy's riverine force, in Watkins
Mechanical Engineering Auditorium Dec. 1.  The joint interdisciplinary research projects, and the
day’s presentations and breakout technology demonstrations, were sponsored by the Wayne E.
Meyer Institute for Systems Engineering.  
 
“Capstone joint thesis projects sponsored by the Meyer Institute are a major way the Naval
Postgraduate School contributes to emerging missions of the Navy and the nation," said Meyer
Institute Director Prof. Frank Shoup in opening the presentations. 
 
The first SEA-10 team studied the Navy’s current riverine force and identified the lack of
sensors to detect and engage beyond visual range as the key capability gap.  The students
then analyzed eleven alternative 2010 riverine force packages based on patrol and ambush
scenarios.  Their key finding was that an unmanned surface vehicle adds the greatest
performance for the cost, and that a single sensor adds almost as much “around the bend”
capability as a far more complex and expensive network.  The group also found that a
networked mortar team or networked mortar barge results in a major difference in capability, but
at significant cost; and that dedicated helicopter support enhances performance the most, but
also at the highest cost.    
 
The second SEA-10 team evaluated three 2020 joint fire request, coordination and tasking
support architectures.  Its main finding was that, whereas a distributed joint fire-support network
is the ultimate goal, the most operationally feasible means to that end is to move from the current
status quo-plus option to a centralized joint fire-support network in the near term.  The brief
defined status quo-plus as the integration of existing service-centric systems, an option which




“The Navy is returning to brown water missions
where the rivers are the ‘roads' in coastal areas
increasingly important in the Global War on
Terrorism,” retired Rear Adm. Richard Williams
told the audience of students, faculty and military
and industry leaders.  "This is because rivers are
increasingly used to support terrorist operations,
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increasingly used to support terrorist operations,
transport illegal drugs, weapons and contraband,
and for human trafficking.  Because the Navy is
still working to establish a command and train and
equip its riverine force, this is basically a blank
piece of paper, which makes it an ideal topic for a
systems engineering and analysis project."  
 
"The riverine mission is a challenging and increasingly important area that's making a difference
for the Navy,” added NPS acting President Air Force Col. David Smarsh, noting that Rear Adm.
Donald K. Bullard, commander, Naval Expeditionary Combat Command (NECC), had tasked the
study by asking the NPS Meyer Institute to identify the riverine force enhancement package that
would return the biggest bang for the buck.  “The SEA-10 team did a great job doing this and just
briefed their findings to Commodore Michael L. Jordan, Commander, Riverine Group ONE.”    
 
In thanking the students, Jordan stressed the value of looking out to 2010.  “In our headlong
rush to establish and deploy this capability to a combat zone in less than a year, nearly all of
our own efforts have been toward the short term,” he said.  “Having this work on medium term
capabilities is of great benefit to us.”
 
"I run special operations for the Navy, and this is great work," said Capt. Evin H. Thompson,
commodore, Naval Special Warfare Group Four, at the conclusion of the NPS student team’s
brown water brief.  "I have 99 special warfare combatant crewmen on the rivers who have lots
of operational data they can share, so come down and talk to us.” 
 
The SEA-10 team interviewed Riverine Group ONE and naval special warfare and Marine
riverine operators to identify key operational needs during the study’s research phase.  They
also spoke with industry analysts and experts, as well as a dozen NPS faculty members with
relevant expertise, and collaborated with the Air Force Institute of Technology.
 
“The students have done a very good job on the analysis," said Joseph Wilkers, director of
maritime systems integration with Northrop Grumman's Integrated Systems Division, who heads
riverine operations for the company.  "We've had great working relations with NPS on previous
projects, and are excited about supporting and participating in the next SEA-11 project with Dr.
Shoup and his students.”     
 
The Riverine 2010 team consisted of Lt. Andrew Bucher, team leader; Lt. Cmdrs. James Beaver
and Pedro Mercado; and Lts. Richard Byers, Jennifer Free and Tristan Oliveria.  Faculty advisers
were Williams and Prof. Eugene Paulo. 
 
Joint Fire Support 2020 
 
The focus for the Joint Fire Support capstone project came from a request by U.S. Joint Forces
Command to NPS and the Air Force Institute of Technology to design a system of systems to
enable future joint close-air support, time-sensitive targeting and joint-fires missions.  After an
analysis of existing and proposed joint-fire support systems, the NPS student team chose a
challenge identified in the 2005 Joint Battle Management Command and Control roadmap: the
need to define an operationally feasible joint-fires request, coordination and tasking architecture
to maximize rapid battlefield effects through efficient target-fires provider pairings.  They
developed, and then compared and contrasted, alternative system architectures to achieve this
goal: the ‘as is’ or status quo system; evolving the current system, or status quo-plus system;
adding net-centric man-portable joint fires, deemed not feasible within a reasonable time frame; a
centralized joint fire-support network, combined decision making organization; and a distributed
joint fire-support network with automated tasking algorithm and dynamic chains of command. 
 
The joint fires team used an
agent-based simulation to
evaluate the performance of the
three alternative architectures
that made the feasibility cut.  Its
main recommendation, following
the retired Adm. Wayne E.
Meyer's famous dictum to "Build
a little, test a little," is to move to
immediately implement a
centralized joint fire-support
network as an evolutionary step
towards the ultimate goal of
standing up a distributed joint
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standing up a distributed joint
fires-support network.  Both
centralized and distributed
networks were found to be
significant improvements over
the current roadmap’s goal of status quo-plus.  The team also recommended continuing the
current evolution to capability-based operations; developing better ground and air combat
support relationships among the services; establishing a joint tactical doctrine for joint fires;
consolidating functionally equivalent organizations across services with formal organizational
linkage under the Joint Forces Command; developing a core syllabus of standardized calls-for-
fire training to be included in all basic combat skills training; developing a joint tactical doctrine for
joint fire support and tactical automated aides; realigning to require the development of
interoperable weapons command and control systems with an emphasis on consolidation;
establishing a single joint acquisition executive officer over all service and assistant secretary of
defense command and control programs; and providing greater bandwidth to ships, troops and
aircraft. 
 
The Joint Fire Support 2020 team consisted of Air Force Maj. Tyler Gabriel, team leader; Lt.
Cmdrs. Matt Bartel, Leo Paiz and Matthew Savage; Army Maj. Shawn Dorrough; Air Force Maj.
Brian Peters; and Lt. Spencer Nordgran.  Faculty advisers were Paulo, Shoup and Capt. Starr
King. 
 
SEA capstone teams are highly interdisciplinary.  Students in the two joint thesis groups are
earning graduate degrees in operations research, mechanical engineering, systems engineering,
aeronautical engineering, computer science, applied optics and business administration, among
others.  
 
The mission of the Wayne E. Myer Institute for Systems Engineering is to bring Naval Postgraduate
School faculty and students together with military, government, industry and other academic leaders
to research multi-disciplinary defense issues of operational value to the Navy, other U.S. services,
the Department of Defense and coalition allies.   
 
For more information about Systems Engineering and Analysis capstone projects and the Meyer
Institute, contact Shoup at feshoup@nps.edu, (831) 656-7639.
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